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VOICE & COMMUNICATION 
TRAINING TO ALTER 

GENDER PERCEPTION
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Personalizing Voice
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Gender Perception of Voice

Whether speech is perceived as masculine or feminine by a 
listener is influenced by many factors, including the 
following: 

 Anatomical and hormone differences impact vocal pitch 
and pitch range, resonance, and breath support

 Cultural gender influences also impact gender perception 
and are reflected in language (word choices, sentence 
structures) and paralinguistic aspects of speech 
(including intonation within words and sentences, pitch 
variations and range, vocal intensity, and  vowel/ 
consonant length), and non-verbals like facial 
expression, proxemics, and use of gesture

Masculine:Masculine: Feminine:Feminine:

 Longer, thicker vocal 
folds vibrate more 
slowly resulting in 
lower pitch

 Longer vocal tract 
results in deeper 
resonance

 Shorter, thinner vocal 
folds vibrate more 
quickly and result in 
higher pitch

 Shorter vocal tract 
results in higher 
resonance 

Anatomical differences in the vocal mechanism
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Can vocal anatomy be changed?

Yes, through surgery…

-it is irreversible
-it is not always successful 

An advantage is that it does impact 
“automatic” functions  like laughing, throat-
clearing and coughing

A word about hormones and voice:

*Testosterone, taken over time, generally            
lowers pitch

*Estrogen does not elevate pitch

Age matters!  Regardless of gender, children have similarly pitched voices.  This 
changes with puberty into adulthood.  In the elderly, pitch becomes lower in 
women and higher in men.
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Perceptually Masculine 
behaviors:
Perceptually Masculine 
behaviors:

Perceptually Feminine 
behaviors:
Perceptually Feminine 
behaviors:

 Louder
 Deep, “chest” resonance
 Less pitch variation
 Hard articulatory contacts
 Fewer gestures but greater 

amplitude
 Use more direct language 

/communication
 Closed body posture and 

reduced eye contact with 
less touching

 Quieter 
 Oral, forward resonance
 More pitch variation
 Soft articulatory contacts
 Greater use of gestures, 

but smaller, and varied 
facial expressions

 Open body posture with 
more touching

 More “colorful”  word 
choices

Cultural gender differences in communicating:

Can gender influences on speech, language, and voice 
be changed? 

Yes!  Some speech-language pathologists (SLPs) specialize 
in helping people raise and lower pitch, expand or contract 
pitch range, and alter resonance, and they also address: 

 Masculine versus feminine word choices and sentence 
structures

 Inflection (word stress), intonation (pitch variation), and 
articulation within sounds, words, and sentences

 Gestures, body language, proxemics, facial expressions

 Perception in varying communication contexts
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Why change voice and communication style?

It’s a personal choice, and not everyone wants to change 
their voice and communication, however:
 Everyone who chooses formal therapy wants a voice and 

communication style that is more congruent with gender 
identity and sense of self, regardless where on the 
continuum they identify

 Some people want to be able to “code switch” based on 
communication settings

 Some people choose therapy to help them "fit in,” and 
sadly, some do it because they are afraid of physical harm 
because their voice does not match their outward 
appearance

Why seek formal voice and communication 
therapy?

While there are some web-based, text, and internet self 
help resources that address gender-based vocal 
training, speech-language pathologists:

1. Are specifically trained to prevent vocal abuse/ 
misuse and vocal fold injury

2. Address all aspects of communication, not just pitch

3. Provide  a safe, supportive, and person-centered 
environment focused on achieving a congruent 
voice and communication style

4. Achieve success, with most people seeing 
improvement within a few weeks to a few months
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Why it’s rewarding for clinicians… 

 Therapy is hugely meaningful 

 The changes are truly transformative

 It is magical to watch someone’s confidence 
grow, and to hear of extra-clinical successes 

For some speech-language pathologists, this 
therapy is both a passion and a specialty

Typical timeline

1. Referral-from another health care professional, prior 
clients or friends, or self-referral

2. Evaluation-people who wish to pursue therapy are 
assessed, and person-centered goals are established

3. Therapy-Focuses on safely manipulating pitch and 
range and establishing appropriate resonance, then 
advances to increasing or decreasing pitch range, and 
working on articulation, language, non-verbals, and 
automatics. Self-assessment is trained, and 
homework completion is crucial.

4. Discharge-happens when goals are met and/or client 
is satisfied with progress
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When to start?

 Highly variable from person-to-person

 Best when client is engaged in counseling for maximum 
support and/or has a support structure of trusted people 
because this therapy can be emotional (and trusted 
family and friends make great practice partners)

 Most people who seek this therapy have transitioned, or 
are planning to transition in the near future, but not 
always and timing is up to each individual

How long does it take?

 For most people, 3-12 months

 Highly variable and goal dependent

 Depends on frequency of therapy sessions (typically 
twice per week for 50 minutes)

 The modified voice must be practiced frequently to 
habituate, so progress is also dependent upon how 
much it is being used and whether the client needs to 
switch back and forth outside the clinic setting
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Does it work for everyone?

No, but…

Most people achieve at least some degree of   
success.

-extra-clinical practice is important

-motivation and commitment matter

-expectations should be realistic because the goal is 
always good quality, natural, gender-congruent voice 
with gender-matched communication characteristics

Where to go for help?

 Clinics specializing in treating individuals on the gender 
continuum

 University speech and hearing clinics
 Private practice therapists who specialize in voice, 

speech, and communication therapy with individuals 
who identify as transgender

 Friends, support groups, and health care professionals 
can provide recommendations

 Websites can be good sources of information, but 
approach with caution—there are computer and internet 
sites that offer services, but without face-to-face contact 
clients risk vocal mechanism damage and the new voice 
frequently does not sound natural
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Cost of Care

 Variable depending on who provides 
treatment (private practice, voice clinic, 
university program) and can cost up to 
$100/hour or more

 MU Speech and Hearing Clinic offers sliding 
fees, discounts, and scholarships—we do not 
want anyone who wants therapy to be 
unable to afford it

Barriers to care

 Unaware that the voice can be changed and 
therapy is available

 Inability to find an SLP who specializes in 
working with people across the gender 
continuum

 Convenience

 Cost
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Reducing barriers

 Improve education—through networking, speaking, 
and outreach

 Expand training—of established clinicians, and 
providing opportunities to young clinicians so they 
leave school culturally aware and ready to treat

 Increase flexibility—with alternative treatment 
models that reduce cost and fit busy schedules, 
partner with other professionals for “one-stop 
shopping” with multiple services under one roof

Future plans for our clinic

Current service model is individual sessions, twice each 
week, for 12 weeks.  This model works for some but not all, 
and there are few opportunities for practice with people 
other than the clinician.  For this reason, we hope to offer a 
different/additional model that includes:
 Individual sessions—to work on person-centered goals
 Group component—groups for broader education on 

topics unique to gender-based communication and vocal 
hygiene, and a mix of large and small groups and dyads 
to provide a safe space to interact and to promote 
generalization 

 Follow-up—via open monthly groups following discharge 
for addressing concerns and discussing successes 
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Interested in learning more?

Please reach out to me via email at:

nolang@health.missouri.edu

Or by phone, at:

573-882-4082

Contact Information

Gwen L. Nolan, MS, CCC-SLP
Assistant Clinical Professor
Clinical Outplacement Coordinator
Department of Communication Science and Disorders
School of Health Professions
University of Missouri
316 Lewis Hall, Columbia, MO
nolang@health.missouri.edu
573-882-4082
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